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"Famous Impostors" was Bram Stoker's fifth and final book of nonfiction, first published in the UK in 1910. Aliases. Fraudsters.Â In "Famous Impostors", the great Bram Stoker
(author of "Dracula") throws light on just a few such people, who have tricked their way into the annals of history. Suspense. Thrillers. Known as â€œthe Great Impostorâ€, Ferdinand
Demara masqueraded as many people from monks to surgeons to prison wardens. Born in Massachusetts in 1921, he joined the U.S. Army in 1941 and began his new live by
borrowing the name of his army buddy Anthony Ignolia.Â His most famous exploit was to masquerade as surgeon Joseph Cyr on the HMCS Cayuga, a Canadian Navy destroyer,
during the Korean War. He managed to improvise successful surgeries and fend off infection with generous amounts of penicillin. Famous Impostors. was Bram Stoker's fifth and final
book of nonfiction. This book deals with the exposing of various impostors and hoaxes. It was first published in the UK in 1910 by Sidgwick & Jackson, Ltd., London. The book itself is
a 349 page hardcover with a red cloth cover stamped on the front panel in gold. It was first published in the US in 1910 by Sturgis & Walton Company, New York. This edition is a
349 page hardcover with a red cloth cover stamped on the front panel in gold. First edition book cover. Famous Impostors. Item Preview. 51391-h/images/cover.jpg. 51391h/images/i_001.jpg. 51391-h/images/i_004.jpg. 51391-h/images/i_012.jpg. 51391-h/images/i_050.jpg.Â Book from Project Gutenberg: Famous Impostors. Addeddate. 2018-03-06
21:51:03. Call number. gutenberg etext# 51391. Copyright-region. US. This list looks at great impostors from history; men and women who pretended to be someone they were not.
We have omitted people who merely assumed false names (such as Frank Abagnale and FrÃ©dÃ©ric Bourdin) and focused entirely on impostors who claimed to be someone
famous (with rather incredible success in some cases).Â This list looks at great impostors from history; men and women who pretended to be someone they were not. We have
omitted people who merely assumed false names

